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Background
A peer driven U=U campaign can promote empowerment and
involvement of People with HIV in managing their HIV and in
preventing the development and transmission of a resistant
virus.

Method
•

An implementation research approach was applied. The researcher used a purposive sampling to recruit 300
women that are living with HIV across the country to join a WhatsApp group. The purpose of the project was to
identify if a peer led U=U campaign can be effective in promoting adherence, viral suppression and in
preventing the transmission of suspectable and resistant virus. 93% of the participants were on 1st line and 7%
on 2nd line.

•

The researcher assessed participants knowledge about U=U and its benefits, Viral load and its contribution to
preventing HIV transmission, and benefits of adherence in preventing HIV transmissions. The group members
viral load suppression rate was also analysed. A huge gap in both focus areas was identified and the information
was documented and used as baseline data.

•

A decision was taken to develop a capacity building session to close the knowledge gap and a peer-to-peer
support program (led by three female nurses that are living openly with HIV including the author) to support
non-suppressed clients.

•

The purpose of the program was to enhance adherence, intensify viral load uptake and promote suppression by
motivating clients to remind clinicians at the clinics to take viral load when due, and take pictures when results
are back and share to the group so that they clients can receive a tailor-made support and guidance .

Results
At baseline
Forty seven percent of the study participants did not know their viral loads, 54% demonstrated to
have lack of knowledge about U=U, and the viral suppression rate was at 71 %.
At 12 months
Knowledge about personal viral load results increased to 91%, knowledge and confidence about
the U=U message and its benefit was at 100% and viral suppression rate was at 97%.
The study findings showed that patients with HIV can take a central role in promoting adherence,
viral load monitoring, improve viral suppression to their peers using the U=U messaging, which is
a powerful strategy to prevent the development of HIV resistance and it’s transmission.

Conclusion
•

The author can safely confirm that a peer led U=U campaign is effective and can be adopted globally to
promote HIV treatment adherence, viral suppression, prevent development of resistance and it’s transmission.

•

The project has successfully proven that the country can achieve the 2nd and 3rd UNAIDs 95 targets and can
end the epidemic in 2030 if U=U campaign can be scaled up and PLWHIV placed at the centre of the HIV
prevention agenda.

•

U=U does not undermine other prevention methods e.g. condom and PreP, but seek to leverage on existing
method (HAART), and use it to its maximum potential as Treatment as Prevention (TasP) to stop the spread of
susceptible and resistant HIV.

Recommendations
Peer led innovations that directly target HIV treatment uptake, increase retention to care,
promote viral load uptake and suppression will help in preventing drug resistance and bend the
curve of HIV drug resistance transmissions
For the above recommendations to be realised, it is predominant for MOH in different countries
to:
•

Endorse U=U and incorporate U=U messaging in HIV policies and guidelines

•

Integrate U=U in HIV testing and adherence services

•

Train program staff so that they can share the U=U message with newly diagnosed and nonsuppressed clients.

Recommendations cont’
•

Establish peer led safe spaces to promote peer to peer support

•

Distribute U=U IEC material to newly diagnosed and non-suppressed clients

•

Improve VL turnaround time, and timely actioning of abnormal VL

•

Involve PLWHIV led programs/organizations in monitoring community viral
suppression and in the development of improvement plans should 90% viral
suppression is not achieved
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